
       Year 2 Computing                                          Sequenced Objectives 

Code a Story 

Lesson  Objective/s 

Lesson 1 (DL) I know the rules of using technology at home or in school. 
 (DL) I can explain what personal information is and understand the need for passwords 
to protect it.  
(MS) I can save, share and retrieve my digital work. 
(CS) I can create a simple game program. 
(CS) I can predict the outcome of a sequence of blocks in Scratch. 

Lesson 2 (MS) I can save, share and retrieve my digital work 
(MS) I can use technology to organise and present my ideas. 
(CS) I can plan out an algorithm with a sequence of commands to carry out specific 
tasks. 
(IT) I can use design and formatting to enhance my digital work. 

Lesson 3 (MS) I can save, share and retrieve my digital work  
(MS) I can use technology to organise and present my ideas.  
(CS) I can plan out an algorithm with a sequence of commands to carry out specific 
tasks.  

debug in context.  
(CS) I can create a simple repeat loop.  
(IT) I can use design and formatting to enhance my digital work. 

Lesson 4  (MS) I can save, share and retrieve my digital work 
(MS) I can use technology to organise and present my ideas. 
(CS) I can plan out an algorithm with a sequence of commands to carry out specific 
tasks. 

Lesson 5 
and 6 
 

(MS) I can save, share and retrieve my digital work. 
(MS) I can use technology to organise and present my ideas. 
(CS) I can plan out an algorithm with a sequence of commands to carry out specific 
tasks. 

programs and use the term debug in context. 
(CS) I can create a simple repeat loop. 
(CS) I can create a simple game program. 
(CS) I can predict the outcome of a sequence of blocks in Scratch. 
(IT) I can use design and formatting to enhance my digital work. 

 


